
DARKROOM HOW TO: MATERIALS, CONTACT SHEET, TEST PRINT
PHOT 210 A – PASCHA MACPHERSON

Material Checklist for the darkroom:
1) Darkroom Kit from the tech desk. You have to specify the type of images you are enlarging (medium format? 

35 mm?) to the technicians so they can give you the correct kit. A darkroom kit always includes an enlarger 
lens and you have to ask for a contact sheet holder if you are making one.

2) A notebook or paper and a pen to note your colour calibration and exposure settings as you progress through 
your printing process. 

3) Your negative binder. 
4) Your box of colour 8x10 sealed paper. 
5) A scrap piece of paper that is white for focusing & a piece of light-blocking cardboard or paper for test prints 

and burning and dodging.
6) Your phone turned off or put away somewhere that is light sealed. Its LED screen light will contaminate 

unexposed paper. Same goes for watches.

How to Make A Contact Sheet Inside the Colour Darkroom

LIGHTS ON!
1) Position the enlarger and turn lamp on, usually via the TIMER box, clicking FOCUS.
2) Insert an empty negative carrier and close the slot where it is inserted to avoid light leakage. Using a carrier 

ensures even illumination.
3) Attach the enlarger lens. The F stop dial faces you and there is a screw in groove in the enlarger and 2 

notches.
4) Raise or Lower the enlarger head to project a beam of light larger than your paper size.
5) Dial in your starting colour filtration. Y50 M50 C0
6) Focus your lens on the contact sheet. Look for sharp edges in the rectangular light beam. Afterwards, set lens 

aperture to F11 OR F8 (you always close the aperture 2-3 stops from its most open setting).
7) Set the printing time to 5 seconds for your 5 second interval test strip.
8) Position glass carrier and test paper under enlarger beam. Make sure you know where everything is located.
9) Take out your negatives and sealed box of printing paper to have ready.
10)  TURN THE LIGHTS OFF AND THE LIGHT BOX IF YOU WERE USING IT.

LIGHTS OFF!
      1)    Take a fresh sheet of paper out. Make sure you close the paper plastic bag and tape it shut    and close the 

box completely afterwards.
2) Place the paper emulsion side up. Most papers are packaged with their emulsion side up.
3) Place your sheet of negatives inside their plastic carrier on top of the paper with their emulsion side down. 
4) Close the glass over the negatives and emulsion paper and lock it for maximum sharpness.
5) Using a board or piece of scrap paper, cover 5/6 of the contact print surface and press START or the RED 

BUTTON on your timer. You are beginning your contact sheet test print now.
6) Move the scrap paper across your contact sheet surface in intervals of 1/6 each 5 seconds of exposure. 

Repeat this until you've gone across the whole sheet.
7) Lift the glass and remove exposed paper. Go to Processor with test print.

OUTSIDE OF THE DARKROOM:

You will be evaluating the exposure sections of varying density on your print.

The darkest strip represents 30 seconds of exposure (5 seconds x6) and the lightest represents 5 seconds.

If the test print is too dark overall, repeat the steps using a smaller aperture on the lens – and vice-versa. 

However, if the test yields a good density result, expose your paper for that amount of time and adjust it to the correct 
density from there. Once you have the correct density (exposure time) you can move on to colour correction but you 
always focus on density first (Lecture “Taking Pictures”).



How to Make an Enlargement or “enlarged print” Inside the Colour Darkroom

LIGHTS ON!
1) Use compressed air to eliminate dust from the negative.
2) GENTLY PLACE negative in film carrier (appropriate to film type)--- always 

emulsion side down. 
3) Insert the negative carrier into the enlarger. Gently lower the lamp house onto

the carrier (if required).
4) Dial your default starter filtration settings Y50 M50 C0               STEP 2 ↑
5) Set the masking blades of your easel to accommodate the size of your paper. For an un-cropped 8x10 image 

of 35mm film use 6x9” orientation.                    
6) Turn the enlarger on by setting the TIMER to FOCUS and adjust enlarger head to desired image size.
7) Place a piece of scrap white paper in the easel to begin your focusing process and set your exposure interval 

now (5 seconds is standard).

*Make sure you know where your photo paper and grain finder are before you end the LIGHTS ON period of your prep.

LIGHTS OFF!
1) Open the lens to the widest f-stop so projected image is brightest. You may also remove the filtration pack for 

more light but DON'T FORGET TO TURN IT BACK ON BEFORE YOU EXPOSE YOUR PAPER.
2) Adjust the enlarger height to fit your easel and image size.
3) Focus the negative using the focus knob of the enlarger. Use the grain magnifier to determine when your grain 

is in focus. When your image size and focus are achieved, lock the head so it cannot move.
4) CLOSE the lens 1-3 stops because it has been open all the way for focusing. Replace the filters if you have 

turned them off. Remove focusing scrap paper from easel. Switch TIMER to TIMER setting, rather than 
FOCUS.

5) Making sure you have turned the enlarger off onto TIMER mode and the light box is off, take out 1 sheet of 
photo paper and place it in your easel. Be sure to thoroughly close your photo paper bag and box each time, using 
masking time to tape the bag shut.

6) Make sure you have a piece of cardboard or paper ready that you can use to block the light for your 5 second 
test printing intervals.

7) Press START on your TIMER box and begin test print in intervals of 5 seconds. 

OUTSIDE OF THE DARKROOM:

One you have your test print, you have to evaluate its proper density. Your final exposure time should fall between 8 
and 25 seconds (approximate range). 

Determine the best density on your test strip and make a new print based on that exposure time (see Lecture 3 pdf).

When you have a full print, you may need to slightly adjust density again or manipulate contrast and shadows by 
Burning and Dodging (see Lecture 3 pdf or pp112-114 in textbook). 

When you have correct density (exposure time) – you may begin colour correcting your image. Determine whether 
you need to add or subtract yellow or magenta or both using the colour dial on the enlarger. 

REMINDER (see lecture 3 PDF):

need Less M = ADD more M
need Less Y = ADD more Y
need Less R= ADD Y + M
need less GREEN = SUBTRACT M
need less BLUE = SUBTRACT Y
need less CYAN = SUBTRACT Y+M

*Take notes of your exposure and colour calibration adjustments. 
Make a new print with your adjusted colour balance. 
The correct colour balance typically takes many trials. It will happen.
   

Primary, secondary, and tertiary colors of the RGB color wheel


